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Omnilux light therapy can be used for anti-
ageing, wrinkle reduction/skin 

rejuvenation and acne (mild to moderate) 



 

How Does Omnilux Work? 
 
Omnilux works with the body’s own natural processes 
to counteract the effects of ageing and clears acne-
prone skin. Omnilux features three interchangeable 
LED light treatment heads, each with a different 
colour of light, or wavelength; each head has up to 
1700 evenly-spaced diodes which emit a specific 
narrow band wavelength of light that is proven 
effective for the condition being treated. Using 
different combinations of the LED treatment heads 
means that effective treatment protocols can be 
delivered for acne, skin rejuvenation and for the 
reduction of periorbital wrinkles. 
 

What Can I Expect From Omnilux LED Light 
Treatments? 

 
It depends on the specific condition of the skin you 
need to treat. Skin rejuvenation treatments using red 
and near infrared light will have a significant effect on 
periorbital wrinkles, will help to reduce pore size, 
improve skin tone and texture, and give a vibrant, 
healthier-looking skin. Combining blue and red helps 
remove the bacteria that cause the redness and 
inflammation of acne, helping to minimise the redness 
of acne lesions, promoting healing and thus giving 
clearer and healthier skin. 

Acne Light Therapy Treatment 
 
One of the key bacteria responsible for the 
inflammation is Propionibacterium acne or P.acnes. 
This bacterium produces natural chemicals called 
porphyrins, which are sensitive to light at different 
wavelengths. Omnilux Blue light neutralises the 
bacteria that causes the redness and inflammation of 
acne. Combined with the anti-inflammatory 
properties of Omnilux Red, it helps to minimise the 
redness of acne lesions and promotes healthier skin. 
Optimum results will be seen 4-8 weeks after 
treatment. The light stimulates natural processes that 
go on after the treatment has stopped. Studies have 
shown on average you should expect 70-80% of acne 
lesions to clear.  
 

Anti-Ageing Light Therapy Treatment 
 
Light therapy is very effective as it helps to activate 
your skin’s natural renewal system to reverse the 
effects of ageing while restoring a younger and 
healthier appearance. The initial effects are a clearer, 
brighter and smoother complexion. After the course 
of treatments you will begin to notice an 
improvement in tone, clarity and texture. Studies have 
shown over 80% of subjects reported a softening of 
fine lines and 75% reported improvement in skin 
softness and smoothness.  

Why Choose Omnilux? 
 
Unlike any other light therapy device on the 
market, Omnilux is based on many years of 
medical research. The efficacy and safety of 
Omnilux is very well documented in over 60 peer-
reviewed publications. This ensures you have 
powerful results.  
 

Light        Benefits  Product 
Colour 
 
Blue  Kills acne bacteria Omnilux Blue 
 
Red  Stimulates collagen Omnilux Revive 
  Formation. Anti- 
  Inflammatory 
 
Near-infrared Stimulates collagen. Omnilux Plus 
  Promotes healing of   
  Tissue. 


